
Design and Implementation of a TransparentCryptographic File System for UnixG. Cattaneo and G. PersianoDip. Informatica ed Appl.Universit�a di SalernoBaronissi(SA) { Italyfcattaneo,giuperg@dia.unisa.itA. Del Sorbo, A. Celentano, A. Cozzolino, E. Mauriello, R. Pisapia1 IntroductionRecent advances in hardware and communication technologies have made possible and cost e�ective to sharea �le system among several machines over a local (but possibly also a wide) area network. One of the mostsuccessful and widely used such applications is Sun's Network File System (NFS). NFS is very simple instructure but assumes a very strong trust model: the user trusts the remote �le system server (which mightbe running on a machine in di�erent country) and a network with his/her data. It is easy to see that neitherassumption is a very realistic one. The server (or anybody with superuser privileges) might very well read thedata on its local �lesytem and it is well known that the Internet or any local area network (e.g, Ethernet) isvery easy to tap (see for example, Berkeley's tcpdump[7, 5] application program). Impersoni�cation of usersis also another security drawback of NFS. In fact, most of the permission checking over NFS are performedin the kernel of the client. In such a context a pirate can temporarely assign to his own workstation theInternet address of victim. Without secure RPC [9] no further authentication procedure is requested. Fromhere on, the pirate can issue NFS requests presenting himself with any (false) uid and therefore accessingfor reading and writing any private data on the server, even protected data.Given the above, a user seeking a certain level of security should take some measures. Possible solutionsare to use either user-level cryptography or application level cryptography. A discussion of the drawbacks ofthese approaches is found in [4]. A better approach is to push encryption services into the operating systemas done by M. Blaze in the design of his CFS [4].In this paper, we propose a new cryptographic �le system, which we call TCFS , as a suitable solution tothe problem of privacy for distributed �le system (see section 2.1). Our work improves on CFS by providing adeeper integration between the encryption service and the �le system which results in a complete transparencyof use to the user applications.2 Design goalsIn designing TCFS we were interested in providing robust security mechanism at the lowest possible cost tothe user. The security mechanisms must guarantee that secure �les should not be readable� by users other than the legitimate owner;� by tapping the communication lines between the user and remote �le system server;� by the superuser of the �le system server.In addition to the above we require that all sensitive meta data should be hidden. This means that for each�le not only the content but also the �lename is encrypted. Moreover on the same �le system space shouldbe possible for the users to easily distinguish private data from scratch data, such us object �les which do1



not require encryption. The security of the content of �les is guaranteed by means of DES [1]. We employa variations of DES so to hide dependencies among various parts of the text (see Section 4). A feature ofTCFS is that users need not to remember the decryption password associated with the �les. This allows theuse of random and di�cult to guess passwords. We just generate a secret key and than we encrypt it withthe user password storing the resulting string in a �le indexed by the user id.To maximize the level of security achievable we keep to the minimum the number of trusted entities.User need to trust only the kernel (and the superuser) of the machine on which their application programsaccessing the secure �les run. We stress that this minimal level of trust is necessary as the kernel can readthe user space anyway and thus get the secure �les after they have been decrypted. Our trust model �tsperfectly the typical scenario in which TCFS will be employed: a network of diskless (or with very limiteddisk space) workstations with one or more remote �le system servers. Here, typically each user (or smallgroup of users) is assigned its own workstation and remote login among workstation is a very limited practice.Keeping to the minimum the cost of using TCFS has various aspects which we now briey discuss. Firstof all, TCFS should be completely transparent to the �le system server and it should not modify datastructures of the �le system itself. This way the server system administrators would still be able to performbackups and run tools for �xing the �le system (i.e. fsck) independently from TCFS clients. Our TCFSinterfaces perfectly with a NFS server supporting extended �le attributes. The issue of interoperabilitybetween TCFS and non cryptographic �le system has arisen several times during the design of TCFS . Forexample, directories need special attention in the decryption and encryption phases. We encrypt only the�lenames and not the related data. For example, if i-node numbers were encrypted, fsck would signal theanomaly at �rst run.Second the access semantics to secure �les should not change. Secure �les should be accessible usingthe same standard systems calls. No additional ags in the open() create() system calls need to be used.This is necessary to make possible the use of software unaware of TCFS , without recompiling. When new�les are created in a secure directory, they are by default created secure; similarly, for �les created in anon secure directory. Thus, all temporary �les created by applications running in a secure directory are bydefault created secure.We also stress that TCFS has no need of creating special hidden �les.2.1 Blaze's CFSThe need for pushing cryptography at the operating system level has been advocated by M. Blaze [4] thatproposed the Cryptographic File System. In the CFS, the user can associate a password to a secure directory.A secure directory is created by using the ckmdir and needs to be attached to a special directory (/crypt)before its �les can be accessed. The user needs to supply the password relative to a directory each timethe directory is attached. Once the directory is attached to /crypt, the user can access its �les (which nowappear in clear in the directory /crypt). Moreover, CFS su�ers also of the following minor drawbacks.� Each directory is associated with a di�erent key. This makes key management from the user's sidequite cumbersome.� Once a directory is encrypted. all of its �le are encrypted. This is not always necessary. For example,it might be desirable to have only the source �les of a project in encrypted form but not the executable.� CFS keeps all the vital management information relative to the directory in special hidden �les in thedirectory itself.TCFS instead is completely transparent to the user; accessing an encrypted �le system involves no specialoperation and no password (other than the login password) needs to remembered and typed in by the user.Actually, the user might even ignore that he is operating on an encrypted �le system.3 Prototype implementationThe TCFS prototype has been implemented entirely at user level and communicates with the user applica-tions through the kernel NFS data structures. Our prototype has been implemented on x86-based machinesrunning Linux 1.2.13. Our work builds on the PD implementation of the NFS package V 2.0 [8].2



3.1 Client sideThe client side of TCFS consists of the following programs: tcfsmount, tcfsumount (utilities for mountingand unmounting the TCFS directories), mountd (modi�ed mountd daemon to handle local mount requests),tcfsd (the TCFS daemon), tcfslogin tcfslogout, genkey, passwd (utilities for key management).The full set of utilities and application programs will be presented in the �nal version of the paper.3.2 Implementation issuesAs already pointed out, TCFS has been implemented as a user process. This approach does not need tomodify the kernel and thus has the following obvious advantages :1. installation does not require kernel re-compilation and thus it is more likely to be trusted by systemmanagers. In most cases system managers apply kernel patches very cautiously and accept patchesonly from a restricted set of well known kernel developers;2. makes the code portable and readable;3. makes the debugging process easier;4. big speed up in the development time.On the other hand our choice su�ers of the following drawback. Communication between TCFS andkernel takes place by means a �lter which requires each RPC call to traverse twice the kernel data structure.See �gure 1.
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1. A new specialized RPC call ADMPROC Stick is issued to the mountd server. The e�ect of this callis to store the four strings in a table of daemon address space so to allow him to keep track of thesubstitution patterns.2. /null@localhost is mounted to /secure@localhost using TCFS port (port 4049) through an RPCcall to ADMPROC Mount. In the created �le handler the pre�x /null is replaced with the local NFSmount point /local3. The directory /remote@bar is mounted on /local@localhost using NFS port.The �nal result is a virtual mount of /remote@bar on /secure@localhost. In fact, notice that allaccesses to �le systems mounted through NFS are realized through the lookup function that constructs anew �le handler from the �le handler associated with the mount point and its relative path.After the abovethree steps have been performed, all accesses on /secure will be performed through RPC calls to TCFSdaemon which, in turn, will forward the calls to the remote server running on bar.3.3 The Modi�ed mountdIn order to activate the above described mechanism, and to keep it transparent to the user, we had to extendthe function of the standard NFS daemon mountd. This daemon shares �le system table with the kernel toassociate a NFS device to each remotely mounted �le system.A new RPC program number has been declared in the RPC sources of mountd with the following RPCfunctions:� ADMPROC STICK(tcfs stickargs). Calling this procedure has the e�ect of creating a new entry in thetable which stores the mounting points.� ADMPROC UNSTICK(tcfs unstickargs). This procedure is called to remove the speci�ed entry when aTCFS �le system is unmounted.� ADMPROC LOOKUP(tcfs lookupargs). This is an administrative procedure which is called to retrievethe stored information.3.4 The TCFS daemonThe TCFS daemon includes the code to handle the RPC generated by the kernel and the management ofextended attributes. The RPC are syntactically compatible to the NFS RPC but the one relative to read,write, directory handling and fh compose have been extended to perform security operations.Each time a new �le handler is created, the extended attribute \secure" is tested. If the �le is secure,then all successive read and write operation will be �ltered through the encryption/decryption layer. If thebit is not set, the daemon will behave exactly as an NFS daemon.DES encrypts and decrypts in blocks of 8 bytes. In order to make the read and write operations moree�cient, we implemented a smart cache inside tcfsd[3]. This made the daemon faster even for non secure�le, reducing the number of remote reads.Special handling is required for directories. In fact, a block of directory data cannot be entirely encrypted,otherwise the server �le system consistency will be corrupted. For each directory inode we encrypt �lenamesbut not the other �elds. This strategy allows us to reuse the standard �le system depend fsck command.To make easier the user interface, the attribute secure is inherited by �les created in a secure directory.In this way the basic behaviour is CFS compatible.3.5 The Server SideThe server used to test our prototype runs Linux with NFS daemon to export an ext2 type �le system.We only use one bit of the 16 bits reserved for the extended attributes provided by the ext2 �le system.Unfortunately, the NFS RPC procedures for reading and setting �le attributes ( NFSPROC GETATTR(nfs fh),NFSPROC SETATTR(sattrargs)) have not been designed to handle extended attributes. To let our client codeto interact with a standard NFS server software, we provide a daemon for the server side to perform this task.4



We de�ned two RPC procedures NFSPROC GETEXTAT(getextatargs)and NFSPROC SETEXTAT(setextatargs)which issue the necessary calls to ioctl) to read and set the extended attributes on the server. To summarizewe can say that the server side is constituted by a standard NFS server plus a new daemon for managingthe extended attributes over NFS.4 File encryptionTCFS can be used with any block cipher (DES, IDEA) [1, 6] and in our prototype �les are encrypted usingthe widely available implementation of DES of SECUDE project [2]. Each user is associated a �le systemkey denoted by FSK and all �les of a user are encrypted using the user's FSK. The encryption and keygeneration mechanisms will be discussed in the �nal version of the paper.5 Performance EvaluationIn order to evaluate the overhead introduced by encryption of the data sent over the network, we performeda set of tests. To reduce the inuence of external factors, such as network tra�c and physical disk accesstime, we run the test in the following framework:� The client machine running TCFS is an Intel 80486 100 Mhz processor running Linux.� The server is a fast �le server SPARCstation10 running Linux, with a 2 Gb fast SCSI disk.The choice of this con�guration for testing performance is based on the following observations. Themajor bottleneck of any cryptographic application is the encryption/decryption process which is a typicalCPU bound task. Thus having a fast client to perform encryption could result in a situation in which CPUis idle waiting for the data to arrive from the network. In this setting no meaningful performance evaluationfor TCFS can be carried-out: any test will just measure the throughput of the network 1. On the other hand,if, as in our case, encryption is performed by a slower machine, we estimate the impact of cryptography on�le system operations which is exactly what we are interested in.SFS caches blocks after reading so to improve e�ciency. This feature would give TCFS an unfair advan-tage over NFS (which does not cache the blocks). This explains why TCFS real time for reading operationwithout encryption is close to the one of NFS despite the fact that TCFS goes through the kernel twice.This advantage disappears for write operations. This is due to the fact that we choose not to cache writeso to guarantee the consistency of remote �le. In any case the real time measured is a�ected by the size ofthe internal operating system caches.In order to evaluate any extra CPU time spent in the local operation of tcfsd we inserted a globalvariable in the daemon to accumulate the CPU time measured as di�erence between the end time and initialtime obtained from the �eld ru utime of the structure returned by the function getrusage. Of course, thisvariable has been reset at the beginning of each test and is read at the end by means of two dedicated signalhandlers. The values of this variable for our tests are reported in the columns 3, 5, 7, and 9 of table 1.The real time values have been obtained by means of the csh built in command time with the followingcommand: time dd bs=1024 � � �.All the values reported in the table are average values over ten di�erent runs, and the execution of alltest are mixed to avoid caching side e�ect. The times are expressed in seconds.We observe that summing encryption and transfer do not necessarily give the total real time. In fact,encryption and transfer can interleave and thus get a better real time. As the degree of the interleavingincreases, the throughput of the cryptographic �le system nears the throughput of a standard network �lesystem. The optimal situation is when the rate of encryption of the CPU is equal to the the network transferrate, in which case the cryptographic �le system has a performance very close to a standard remote �lesystem. The tests show that our implementation is very close to such a situation.In sums the table 1 shows the following results:� The overall performance of TCFS for writing without encryption is reasonably close to half the NFSthroughput. Reading instead is closer to NFS performance thanks to TCFS caches.1In our con�guration the maximal network throughput for UDP remote connections has been stated to about 250 Kbytes/sec.5



� The CPU time measured inside the tcfsd execution of the read/write RPC is slightly more than theCPU time required to encrypt/decrypt a memory stream of the same size.� Even with such a slow client the time spent for encryption is completely absorbed by the transfer time.We tested TCFS also with faster DES implementations, getting a 50% of processor idle time for suchkind of tests.� No extra cost is incurred into for key manipulation or path substitution.�le TCFS secure = 0 TCFS secure = 1 NFS DESsize read write read write read write perfreal CPU real CPU real CPU real CPU real real CPU10 Kb 0.39 0.05 0.61 0.03 0.58 0.19 0.53 0.20 0.29 0.40 0.19100 Kb 2.52 0.13 4.15 0.20 4.37 1.89 4.59 1.99 2.03 2.22 1.731 Mb 21.98 1.72 43.11 2.75 42.34 19.41 45.77 19.55 21.99 21.48 17.5810 Mb 269.66 20.28 450.48 18.46 451.72 192.76 462.64 196.22 220.50 227.00 176.98Table 1: Table summarizing the results of our testsReferences[1] Data encryption standard. Technical Report Publication 46, Federal Information Processing Standards,January, 15 1977.[2] SECUDE manual: Low level cryptographic functions. Technical report, Gesellschaft fur Mathematik undDatenverarbeitung (GMD), July 1994.[3] Maurice J. Bach. The Design of The Unix Operating System. Prentice-Hall International Editions, 1987.[4] M. Blaze. A cryptographic �le system for unix. In First ACM Conference on Communications andComputing Security, pages 158{165, Fairfax, VA, 1993.[5] Douglas Comer. Internetworking with TCP/IP. Prentice-Hall International Editions, 1988.[6] X. Lai and J. Massey. A proposal for a new block encryption standard. In Advances in Cryptology {EUROCRYPT 90, pages 389{404, 1990.[7] Steven McCanne and Van Jacobson. The BSD packet �lter: A new architecture for user-level packetcapture. In Winter Usenix Conference, 1993.[8] M. Shand, D. J. Becker, R. Sladkey, O. Zborowski, and F. N. van Kempen. The LINUX User-SpaceNFS server. Technical report, Joint Microelectronics Research Centre, School of Electrical Engineering,University of NSW, Kensington, NSW 2033, Australia.[9] Bradley Taylor and David Goldberg. Secure networking in the SUN environment.
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